Dear XYZ:
It would be a pleasure for us to be
able to help you with your query. We have tried to
address your query at priority along with BONUSEs
to help you.
Your Query:
“Suffering from neural problems since past one
decade,& I suspect either there is a serious
neurological disorder or is it black magic”
Your Birth details:
ServiceName

Health & Remedies
Month of birth
4
dob
4
year of birth
1989
time of birth
8.9333333333333
first name
ABC
middle name
last name
YX
minutes of birth
40
hour of birth
18
place of birth
Uttar predesh
country
India
Your Horoscope Details:
Planets C
R
Rashi
Longitude
Nakshatra
Pada
Relation
Asc
Pisces 29-40-46
Revati 4
Sun
D Aquarius 19-24-02
Satabhisa
4
Enemy
Moon
D Taurus 01-16-27
Krittika 2
Exalted
Mars
C
D Aquarius 09-49-47
Satabhisa
1
Neutral

Merc
D Pisces 06-47-27
Uttarabhadra
2
Debilitated
Jupt
R
Cancer 06-08-53
Pashyami
1
Exalted
Venu
D Capricorn
06-56-08
Uttarashadha
4
Friendly
Satn
R
Leo 16-48-11
Purvaphalgini
2
Enemy
Rahu
R
Leo 24-21-60
Purvaphalgini
4
Ketu
R
Aquarius 24-21-60
Purvabhadra
2
Uran
R
Libra
27-25-48
Vishakha
3
Nept
D Scorpion 26-48-29
Jyeshtha 4
Plut
R
Virgo
25-11-30
Chitra 1

What Health Problems You Are Naturally Prone
To?
Due to Saturn in Leo and being weak in Leo and in 6th house
with rahu, plus ruling the house of continuous illness the
12th house- you are prone to problems of nerves.

The dispositer of Saturn sun is very weak in 12th house, so
this adds to the weakness and malefic nature of Saturn.
Mars rules muscles and is with ketu sending energy to
Saturn.
So Saturn, weakness of sun and mars and rahu-ketu all
together could cause the neuro muscular problem to you.

Also
Also mercury is in Pisces, so debilitated and weak – so
causes stress disorders and also adds to the nervous strain
of yours affecting the muscles.

What Exercises would suit you the best
You have a very strong ascendant Jupiter but
retrogate, in 5th house. So you might be keen on
vedic knowledge, occult, tantra etc and might think
about after life more than average.
Also as moon is weak in degrees in Taurus and also
mercury is debilitated- doing Yoga (slowly under
super vision) is recommended.

You should visit a qualified doctor who could relieve
your mental stress.
Yoga would also relieve your mental stress.
Also an aspect of weak Saturn and rahu on your
moon could make you depressed a bit and may think
more about black magic or other ghosts.
You will have to work with a qualified doctor Plus do
Yoga step by step and do the upayas suggested to
come out of the problem.

Scientific Analysis Of Your Problem
Let us do a scientific analysis of your question
to get accurate and reliable results







Your Natal Chart analysis and your basic
nature- that would help us to give more
effective remedies
Is there a possibility of Black magic in Your
Chart
What is the actual Cause of your problem
BONUS Free Remedies to help you.

Your Natal Chart analysis and your basic
nature- that would help us to give more
effective remedies?

You
You
You
You
You

would be valiant, rich and proud
would have leadership skills and a responsible nature
could have an attractive, strong a clean body
are sociable, could have many friends and a good host
have a good longevity and love for travel

Also

You would have brilliant appearance and well known
Avoid rashness or any self willed effort.
You would have strong purpose and be determined
You would be intelligent but with an unstable mind.
You have gift in fine arts.
You may move away from birth place
You have good period 25-35 and 50-56
You may have combative nature at times.



Is there a possibility of Black magic in Your
Chart?
You have been running rahu main period for a
while- so black magic etc is a possibility- but at
the same time as rahu aspects your mind along
with Saturn, there is a fair chance there could be
mental causes for the problem affecting nerves.
For which we have suggested remedies.
Your ascendant is fair enough though retrogate
– so chance of black magic or it having effects is
much less. The chance of mental and nervous
stress due to rahu, Saturn, weak sun & agitated
mars is a higher chance.


What is the actual Cause of your problem?
Already discussed above

Plus
rahu-MON till 20/ 1/17
rahu-MAR till 8/ 2/18
Then Jupiter or Guru runs
You run rahu-moon till jan 2017
Then you run rahu mars- till Feb 2018
The rahu-mars period would be slightly better for
you with some relief to the problem. After rahu you
run Jupiter – when you would be absolutely free
from the problem!
So please don’t worry much.


BONUS Free Remedies to help you.

Rahu
Om namoha shivaye 108x as many times possible.
Feed Brown dog or street dogs





Serving ones parents
Give part of your breakfast to birds
Donate for old and needy – especially lepers
Giving away brown colored sweets to birds

Also
 Chant durga chalisa
 Durga sapta-shati
 Shiva chalisa

Saturn
Same as Rahu
Plus help poor people.
Om sham shanaishcharaye namaha 108 x as many
time spossible
Yes rudrabhishek by a trained expert is better
Mars
Chanting of hanuman chalisa what you do is fine.
Sun
Chant Om sum suryaye namaha 108 times x as
many times you could do.
Mercury
Help poor students with pencil Books etc

